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ABOUT US

Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club (RPAYC), situated on Pittwater on

the Northern Beaches in Sydney, is one of Australia’s oldest and

most prestigious yacht clubs. 

"The Alfred's", as it’s known by members and locals, offers one of

the finest facilities in Australia. Our Corporate Sailing Experience

guests can take advantage of multi-level secure parking, dining

restaurant, casual waterfront bistro, function facilities that

overlook our beautiful waterfront, and world class sailing on

Pittwater.

Visit us at rpayc.com.au to learn more

Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club

Corporate Sailing Experiences at the Alfred's

RPAYC

https://rpayc.com.au/


Corporate Sailing Experiences at the Alfred's

8 Elliott 7 keelboats in our

fleet
8

We can cater for groups

from 8 to 32 pax on-water*
32

100% fun team-building

experience on Pittwater!
100%

OUR FLEET

Our fleet at RPAYC consists of 8 modern, dynamic, state of the art 7

metre keelboats. The Elliott 7 is a proven all round performer. Ideal for

use in the majority of yacht club programmes, the ease of sailing

afforded by the design of the Elliotts allow for stability, speed, hands-

on action and maximum fun on the water.

Each Elliott can comfortably accommodate 4

people as well as an Instructor who will guide you

through the basics of sailing and ensure you get the

most out of your team-building event.

RPAYC

*Additional participants may be accommodated upon application



PACKAGES

Fleet Racing - on-water competition that is filled with action

Dining options - restaurant, cocktail, bistro or BBQ options

Conference facilities

Professional photo package - on & off water

Corporate gifts - branded RPAYC sailing gear

Create a bespoke event by selecting from our offerings to tailor

your own Corporate Sailing Experience:

Corporate Sailing Experiences at the Alfred's

Select from below to build your program to suit your team:

Item Description Cost (inc GST)

Elliott 7 keelboat hire Minimum hire 2 - can fit 4 people on each boat $350/boat

Race Management Race Committee and mark/safety boat $315

*Photo package
On and off-water session photography

package - includes high res digital copies
$300

*Food & Beverage
Select from drinks, bistro, restaurant or BBQ

packages
POA

*RPAYC branded items
from the RPAYC shop for Corporate Guests -

visit rpayc.com.au/shop
POA

*Venue hire Conference facilities available POA

*optional extras

RPAYC

https://rpayc.com.au/shop/
https://rpayc.com.au/shop/


Corporate Sailing Experiences at the Alfred's

SAMPLE SESSION

13:00 - Guest arrival at RPAYC *and doning of RPAYC team shirts and photo

package commences*

13:15 - Staff introduction, site induction and safety briefing 

13:30 - Basics of sailing and Elliott familiarisation

14:00 - On-water practice

14:30 - Race series 

15:30 - Return to shore, packup at RPAYC

16:00 - Presentation and *celebrations in Halyards with action shots from your

sailing session scrolling on our presentation screens

*optional extras

Sample Corporate Sailing Experience runsheet

RPAYC



Corporate Sailing Experiences at the Alfred's

Item Description Cost (inc GST)

Elliott 7 keelboat hire
10 pax = 3 Elliotts 

(instructor included on each boat)
$1050

Race Management Race Committee and mark/safety boat $315

Subtotal 3 hour half day Corporate Sail for 10 people $1365

SAMPLE QUOTE 

Corporate sailing half day at RPAYC 

10 people

Introduction to sailing and then some racing

Possible Food & Beverage after sailing

Program brief for SMITH & CO.:

Quote for SMITH & CO.:

Add a session photographer to your session for $300 and receive on-water and off-

water high resolution digital photos that capture your Corporate Sailing Event!

RPAYC



FAQS

What do I need to bring?

Do I need any previous sailing experience?
No previous experience required! Our expert Instructors will talk everyone through the

basics of sailing and have you out on the water practicing your new-found skills. Learning to

sail on an Elliott is a fun and exhilarating experience to share with your team. 

Corporate Sailing Experiences at the Alfred's 

How does the racing work?

Our Race Committee will set a course on Pittwater, either between landmarks or around

buoys. Each team is scored 1 point for each place in the race (e.g. 1st = 1 point). The team

with the lowest pointscore wins!

We will provide all participants with a Personal Flotation Device (lifejacket), as well as

sunscreen and some gloves to protect hands. 

Participants will not need to purchase new clothing to be prepared for sailing however, it is

always cooler out on the water and you may get wet!. We recommend participants bring the

following clothing that they don’t mind getting wet:

Enclosed shoes (must be worn at all times)

Hat and sunglasses

Shirt and shorts/long pants

A warm layer/jacket while on the water

A change of clothes and shoes for after sailing

There is limited space onboard the boats and things may get wet so it is best to take

advantage of our complimentary in-club lockers to store your phones and other valuables.

Safety and liability 

Each person participates at their own risk and will need to sign a liability waiver prior to

participating in the event. RPAYC have comprehensive safety procedures that need to be

strictly adhered to including a requirement for each participant to wear a life jacket. A safety

briefing will be conducted on-shore at the beginning of all sessions. Alcohol consumption is

not permitted prior to or during the sailing experience.

Other questions? Please reach out to our sailing team - sailing@rpayc.com.au 

RPAYC

Refund & Cancellation 
Please refer to the RPAYC website for the most up to date refund & cancellation policy. In

the event of severe weather the session may be rescheduled to a mutually agreed date.

https://rpayc.com.au/refund-policies/


Sail training programs and events for community groups and

their families to experience the excitement and social, well-

being and health benefits that sailing can provide. Current

and past participant groups include emergency frontline

workers, SES volunteers, returned veterans and people living

with disability and their families.

Alfreds Community Sailing 

SUPPORTING NOT-FOR-PROFIT

The club’s commitment to youth sail training has seen

graduates go onto sail on the World Match Racing Tour,

Olympic Games, Volvo Ocean Race, America’s Cup, Rolex

Sydney to Hobart as well as various professional sailing

circuits. A portion of our membership fees are made available

for our young sailors through the Youth Contribution Scheme

to subsidise the costs associated with competitive sailing.

Youth Competition Support Fund

SUPPORTING YOUTH IN SAILING

Corporate Sailing Experiences at the Alfred's 

GET INVOVLED

We are always looking for organisations to partner with to support our
community and development programs.

Ask us how you can be involved!

RPAYC enable access to sail training and development opportunities
across a number of programs, a sample of which are outlined below:

RPAYC

visit rpayc.com.au/sailing/alfreds-community-sailing/

visit rpayc.com.au/membership/youth-competition-support-fund/

https://rpayc.com.au/sailing/alfreds-community-sailing/
https://rpayc.com.au/sailing/alfreds-community-sailing/

